Curative and relaxing stays

Mariánské Lázně
Czech Republic
LOCOMOTIVE SYSTEM DISORDERS
Vertebrogenous algic syndrome (backache), degenerative disorders of locomotor system (spine and large joints), osteoporosis, post-op conditions following orthopaedic surgery (endoprothesis).

DISORDERS OF THE KIDNEYS AND OF THE URINARY TRACT
Chronic inflammations, conditions following operations of kidney and urinary stones or crushing them with shockwaves, kidney and urinary tract post-op conditions, prostate disorders (inflammations, post-op conditions).

RESPIRATORY DISORDERS
Chronic bronchitis, bronchial asthma, nasal allergies, post-op conditions of the lower air passages.

METABOLIC DISORDERS
Obesity, gout, constipation, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipoproteinaemia.

GYNAECOLOGICAL DISORDERS, INCLUDING THE TREATMENT OF STERILITY
Vulvouterine inflammatory disorders, gynaecological post-op conditions, sterility, infertility, climacteric syndrome and urine incontinence.

ONCOLOGICAL DISORDERS
Rehabilitation of patients following completed the treatment of breast cancer, cancer of the genitalia or other oncological disorders (except for malignant blood diseases).

SECONDARY DIAGNOSIS
Thanks to natural medicinal sources, it is possible to successfully treat as a secondary diagnosis; hypertension, ischaemic heart diseases, ischaemic disorders of lower limbs, potency disorders.
Mariánské Lázně, the youngest of the West Bohemia spa towns, is distinguished by its lovely surroundings. The valley in which the town lies opens up towards the south and is protected by forested hills on the other sides. At an elevation of 630 metres above sea level, clean air, carefully manicured parks, forests surrounding the spa, specific architecture and eventful cultural, sports and social life all make up the unique character of Mariánské Lázně.

As early as at the beginning of the 19th century, Mariánské Lázně became a world-famous and much frequented spa location. Among the prominent visitors, there were Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Fryderyk Chopin and the English King Edward VII.

Marienbad Kur & Spa Hotels, is one of the biggest spa companies in the Czech Republic, with its seat in Mariánské Lázně, we would like to offer you the following within the beautiful area of spa parks and the colonnade:

- 7 traditional architectonically unique spa hotels: Nové Lázně, Hvězda - Skalník, Pacifik, Centrální Lázně, Vltava - Berounka, Labe, Svoboda.
- Wellness hotel Villa Butterfly in Art Nouveau style.
- Classical spa stays combining traditional spa cure and modern medicinal procedures.
- Relaxing wellness & beauty programs.
- Spa procedures use natural medicinal sources (mineral springs, natural medicinal gas CO2 and peat) to cure disorders of locomotive system, kidneys and urinary tract, respiratory tract, gynaecologic and metabolic disorders.
- Swimming pools in the historic area of the Roman style baths from 1896 and mineral baths in Edward VII Royal cabin.
- More than 100 different spa procedures provided on an overall area exceeding 20 000 m².
The spa hotel Nové Lázně, is the biggest and architectonically the most beautiful building in Mariánské Lázně, it is situated in the town's spa centre near the colonnade and parks. It provides for its guests the most complete offer of curative and relaxing stays.

Accommodation: 98 rooms of Superior plus and Superior category with a bath or shower and WC, television, mini-bar, telephone, safe, hairdryer and bathrobe. 7 suites of rooms.

Royal suite: Luxurious suite of rooms with Jacuzzi-bath, air-conditioning and Internet connection.

Restaurant Royal: Czech and international cuisine, choice of a la carte, diet menu. Breakfast in a form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served. Lobby bar, Viennese cafe.

Treatment: Medical surgeries, specialist's surgeries and spa department are situated in the hotel. There is a complete spa cure with spa procedures using natural medicinal sources, water treatment within the complex of the Roman style baths and other wide ranges of spa procedures using the most modern cure methods. Mineral spring for drinking cure is situated directly in the hotel.

Wellness & Beauty: Pools with water currents, whirlpool, baths, massage, fitness centre, bio solarium, cosmetics, hairdresser, laser centre.

TIP: Mineral bath in the Edward VII Royal cabin, pools with water currents within the complex of the Roman style baths.

The spa hotel Hvězda - Skalník is situated in a quiet part of the town's spa quarter near the colonnade and parks. The architectonically unique buildings Hvězda and Skalník, which are nowadays connected together, offer to their guests a combination of a traditional spa style and the comfort of an international hotel.

Accommodation: 154 rooms of Superior plus and Superior category with a bath or shower and WC, television, mini-bar, telephone, safe, hairdryer and bathrobe. 7 suites of rooms.

Franz-Joseph restaurant: Stylish environment, Czech and international cuisine, choice of diet meals. Breakfast in a form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served. Lobby bar, Cafe Skalník, Atrium, Salon Morgan.

Treatment: Medical surgeries and spa department are situated in the hotel. There is a complete spa cure with spa procedures using natural medicinal sources, water treatment within the complex of the Roman style baths and other wide ranges of spa procedures using the most modern cure methods. Mineral spring for drinking cure is situated directly in the hotel.

Wellness & Beauty: Pools with water currents, whirlpool, baths, massage, fitness centre, bio solarium, cosmetics, hairdresser, manicure, pedicure, parafango, vibramat.

TIP: An architectonically unique hotel with a traditional spa atmosphere.
Wellness hotel Villa Butterfly is situated in the town centre, near the spa parks. It offers to its guests the comfort of an international hotel.

**Accommodation:** 96 rooms with a bath and WC, hairdryer, television, radio, telephone, mini-bar, air-conditioning. 8 suites of rooms. **Lady L.:** Luxurious suite of rooms with Jacuzzi-bath and shower, Internet connection. **Underground garages:** 33 cars.

**Restaurant La Fontaine:** Specialities from Czech and international cuisine. Harp music accompaniment. **Cafe de Paris, Lobby bar.**

**Wellness & Beauty:** Massages, hydroexr, dry gas baths of CO2, dry gas CO2 applications, peat wraps, paraffin hand wraps, oxygenotherapy, fitness centre, sauna, steam bath, reflexive foot massage, solarium, hairdresser, cosmetics, manicure, pedicure.

**King Edward Club:** Traditional club environment and conference area in an English style for 80 people. **Espace Meydan:** Conference room for 120 people with the modern technical equipment.

**TIP:** Wide range of wellness and beauty programs for beauty, health and relaxation.

---

Newly reconstructed dominant of the Main Street, with a view of the spa quarter centre, the colonnade and the Singing Fountain.

**Accommodation:** 105 rooms of Superior and Comfort category with a bath or shower and WC, television, mini-bar, safe, telephone, hairdryer and bathrobe (rooms of Superior category). Rooms of Standard category. 7 suites of rooms.

**Restaurant Sonáta, Club Restaurant:** Czech and international cuisine, diet meals. Breakfast in a form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served. **Lobby bar.**

**Treatment:** Medical surgeries and spa department are situated in the hotel. A complete spa cure. Spa procedures using natural medicinal sources, water treatment and other wide ranges of spa procedures.

**Wellness & Beauty:** Baths, massages, solarium, cosmetics, hairdresser, laser centre.

**TIP:** There are newly provided mineral baths directly in the hotel, on exclusively offer is the program Shiatsu Wellness & Relaxation.
Spa hotel Centrální Lázně is situated in the town’s spa centre near the colonnade and parks, by the Ambrosius spring.

**Accommodation:** 98 rooms of Superior and Comfort category with a bath or shower, WC, television, mini-bar, telephone. Rooms of Standard category. 1 suite of rooms.

**Restaurant Goethe; Ulrika:** Czech and international cuisine, diet meals. Breakfast in a form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served. **Cafe Central:** Dance evenings. **Lobby Bar.**

**Treatment:** Medical surgeries and spa department are situated in the hotel. A complete spa cure. Spa procedures using natural medicinal sources, water treatment and other wide range of spa procedures. **Wellness & Beauty:** Baths, massages, solarium, hairdresser, cosmetics.

**Garni hotel Neapol:** 48 rooms of Superior category with a shower and WC, television, mini-bar and telephone. 1 suite of rooms. Breakfast in a form of buffet.

**TIP:** The biggest balneo-department in Mariánské Lázně, unique natural peat wraps.

Spa hotel Vltava - Berounka is situated on the edge of an English park near the spa centre and the colonnade, it offers to its guests a panorama view of the spas.

**Accommodation:** 79 rooms of Superior, Comfort and Standard category with a bath or shower and WC, television, mini-bar, telephone and hairdryer. 1 suite of rooms.

**Restaurant Regina:** Czech and international cuisine, diet meals. Breakfast in a form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served. **Cafe Berounka,** Summer terrace.

**Treatment:** Medical surgeries and spa department are situated in the hotel. A complete spa cure. Spa procedures using natural medicinal sources, water treatment and other wide range of spa procedures.

**Wellness & Beauty:** Baths, massages, solarium, hairdresser, cosmetics.

**Annexe Vítkov:** 28 rooms of Standard category with a shower and WC, television and telephone.

**TIP:** The biggest balneo-department in Mariánské Lázně, unique natural peat wraps.

Spa hotel Vltava - Berounka is situated on the edge of an English park near the spa centre and the colonnade, it offers to its guests a panorama view of the spas.

**Accommodation:** 79 rooms of Superior, Comfort and Standard category with a bath or shower and WC, television, mini-bar, telephone and hairdryer. 1 suite of rooms.

**Restaurant Regina:** Czech and international cuisine, diet meals. Breakfast in a form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served. **Cafe Berounka,** Summer terrace.

**Treatment:** Medical surgeries and spa department are situated in the hotel. A complete spa cure. Spa procedures using natural medicinal sources, water treatment and other wide range of spa procedures.

**Wellness & Beauty:** Baths, massages, solarium, hairdresser, cosmetics.

**Annexe Vítkov:** 28 rooms of Standard category with a shower and WC, television and telephone.

**TIP:** The biggest balneo-department in Mariánské Lázně, unique natural peat wraps.

**HOTEL CENTRÁLNÍ LÁZNĚ**
Goethovo náměsti 1
353 43 Mariánské Lázně
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 / 354 634 111, 354 635 080
Fax: +420 / 354 634 200
E-mail: centralnilazne@badmarienbad.cz

**HOTEL VLTAVA - BEROUNKA**
Anglická 475
353 53 Mariánské Lázně
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 / 354 641 111, 354 641 300
Fax: +420 / 354 641 200
E-mail: vltava@badmarienbad.cz
The spa hotel Svojoda is situated in a quiet area of an English park. Together with the annexes Margareta, Palladio and Windsor it creates a very popular spa complex.

**Accommodation:** 59 rooms of Standard category with a bath or shower and WC, television, fridge and telephone.

**Restaurant Carlton:** Czech and international cuisine, diet meals. Breakfast in the form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served. Café Svoboda.

**Treatment:** Medical surgeries and spa department are situated in the annexe Palladio. Spa cures. Spa procedures using natural medicinal sources. Dialysis centre in the annexe Windsor.

**Annexe Margareta:** 30 rooms of Standard category with a shower and WC, television and telephone. **Annexe Palladio:** 14 rooms of Standard category. **Annexe Windsor:** 29 rooms of Standard category with a shower and WC, television and telephone.

**TIP:** Cheap accommodation in a quiet area of the English park.

---

**SPA HOTEL Labe***

The spa hotel Labe has an advantageous location in the near proximity of the colonnade and Singing Fountain, belongs amongst the most favourite hotels in the spa centre of Mariánské Lázně.

**Accommodation:** 33 rooms of Comfort category with a bath or shower and WC, television, mini-bar, telephone and safe.

**Restaurant Kolonáda:** Czech and international cuisine, diet meals. Breakfast in the form of buffet, lunches and evening meals are served.

**Treatment:** Nursing room and spa department is in the hotel: dry gas baths of CO₂, dry gas CO₂ applications, inhalations, massages, paraffin wraps, ultrasound, electro-therapy, cryo-therapy.

**Annexe Ulrika:** 27 rooms of Standard category with a bath or shower and WC, television and telephone.

**TIP:** Advantageous location by the spa colonnade with the Singing Fountain.
MARIENBAD KUR & SPA HOTELS
Member of the Danubius Hotels Group
Masarykova 22
353 29 Mariánské Lázně
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 / 354 655 501–4
Fax: +420 / 354 655 500
E-mail: info@badmarienbad.cz
http://www.marienbad.cz